
SUPER GALAXY KNIGHTS: The Tabletop Game

Super Galaxy Knights: The Tabletop Game is a pen and paper roleplaying game based off the 
webcomic Super Galaxy Knights Deluxe R. The game is designed to be simple to pick up whether 
you've read the comic or not, but reading it beforehand would be nice!

This game is played with 6-sided dice. If you want to be thorough, each player should get six dice, but 
you can of course share them.

CHARACTER CREATION

Characters have three stats – Physical, Mental, and Magical.
Each stat can be between 1-3 points, and your combined stat total is 6.

Magic Ability:
Each character has access to a magic ability, which can be incredibly useful in everyday situations or 
turn the tide of battles.

http://sgkdr.thecomicseries.com/


A magic ability can be as simple or as complex as you want, but try to avoid anything too powerful. For
instance, an ability to explode planets or an ability to rewrite time with no restrictions would be too 
strong for this game.
Here are some examples of balanced abilities:

 Generating magical swords out of thin air.
 Creating fire.
 Growing plants by touching them.
 Projecting non-tactile illusions.
 Winning any 1v1 knife fight, provided the opponent agrees to a 1v1 knife fight.
 Turning an amount of money into any equivalent amount.
 A spectral blue ox that lays down railroad tracks. Anyone who stands on these tracks will move 

along with the ox, like a conveyor belt.
 Temporarily turn objects into dirt to bury other items inside.
 Turn any uncooked beans touched into little soldiers that will follow your orders.
 Resurrect a corpse for five minutes, but only once.

In general, the more specific a magic ability is, the lower the roll requirement to use it.
You can choose to have two magic abilities – if you go down this path, lower your combined stat total 
to 5.
You can also choose to go without a magic ability – if you choose this option, increase your available 
stat total to 7.

Techniques:
Each character is given two techniques. These techniques provide an extra die during rolls, so choose 
them wisely!
A technique is a specific usage of the capabilities your character already has. For instance:

 Deflecting attacks with a sword.
 Expert card shuffling.
 If the character has magic that creates fire, they could have a technique to shape that fire into a 

whip.

Restrictions:
You can add one restriction to your character – for instance, a character that is missing their left hand, a
character that has a fatal allergy to a certain food substance, or a character that just can't jump very 
high. If you choose to take a restriction, add an extra technique.

Backstory & Personality:
Have an idea of where your character comes from, and what they're like. You get an extra die on rolls 
for acting in-character, so don't ignore this aspect!

ACTIONS

Whenever a player or NPC wishes to perform an action, they roll for it.

First, the player or GM announces what action they plan on performing. If this action involves injuring 
another living being, say whether you intend on dealing 1, 2, or 3 Stamina in damage (justifying why 
you believe the attack would deal that much).



The GM sets a difficulty rating depending on the desired action, 1-6. With a rating of 1, the action is so 
easy that you don't need to roll (e.g. high-fiving, walking from place to place, doing simple addition). 
With a rating of 6, the action is such that it would require superhuman abilities (outrunning a bullet, 
lifting a truck, convincing a completely monstrous force to join your side). Certain extremely specific 
magic abilities can have 1 difficulty if their conditions are met – for instance, if your magic ability is to 
automatically swap places with your partner if you see them get attacked, that ability won't need a roll.

For an attack, the desired damage dealt should affect the difficulty. You can attempt to perform multiple
things in succession, but this will require a higher rating.

Next, the player and GM decide which stat should be rolled. Actions that focus on the character's 
physicality use the Physical stat. Actions that focus on the character's trickery, knowledge, intelligence, 
or persuasiveness use the Mental stat. Actions that involve the character's magic use the Magical stat. 
You will roll the number of dice equal to that stat level.

Add one die if the action strongly fits with the character's ideals. Remove one die if the action strongly 
goes against the character's ideals.

Remove one die if the action fits with any of the character's restrictions. You cannot remove more than 
one die at a time from restrictions.

Finally, add one die if the action fits with any of the character's techniques. You cannot gain more than 
one die at a time from techniques.

Roll the dice.

If at least two dice had a roll larger than or equal to the difficulty rating, that character gets a total 
success. The player (or GM, if it was an NPC) describes the action as they want to perform it.

If only one die had a roll larger than or equal to the difficulty rating, that character gets a partial 
success. The character in question gets a choice between two options:

 The action happens imperfectly (the specifics are chosen by the GM – some examples are 
“the attack grazed the target, dealing less damage” or “the effect won't last as long as 
normal”).

 The action happens perfectly, but the character loses 1 Stamina.

If all of the dice had a roll smaller than the difficulty rating, that character gets a failure. The character 
loses 1 Stamina, and the GM describes what happens to them. Additionally, mark an Advancement 
Bubble.

COPYING MAGIC:

As an action, characters can choose to copy magic abilities that they've seen in the campaign so far. If 
you choose to do this, subtract 2 dice from the roll, and automatically lose 1 extra Stamina.

NON-POSITIVE DICE:



It is possible that you will be asked to roll zero or a negative number of dice (after losing dice by acting
out of character, copying magic, or invoking a restriction). Here is how to resolve those scenarios:
0 Dice – Roll two dice, and ignore the highest.
-1 Dice – Roll three dice, and ignore the two highest.
-2 Dice – Roll four dice, and ignore the three highest.
-3 Dice – Roll five dice, and ignore the four highest.

CONTESTS:

Sometimes, a character will want to stop an action that someone else is making (for instance, if that 
action is a punch and the target is your face). In this case, a character who wishes to interfere would 
initiate a contest.

Announce what you plan on doing to stop the opposing action. The GM will give this a difficulty 
rating. Then, roll actions.

After all dice are rolled, count how many “winning” dice there are on each side. Whoever has the most 
winning dice counts as the “contest winner”.

For instance – if the attacker had a difficulty rating of 6 and 1 of their dice beat that threshold, but the 
defender had a difficulty rating of 4 and had 2 dice beat that threshold, the defender would win the 
contest.

Whoever wins the contest would have their action evaluated as normal – taking into account whether 
the winner had a total success, partial success, or failure.

If there is a tie, attacker wins, but defender gets to put one additional “imperfection” in the attacker's 
action (on top of what may already be there).

Initiating a contest does not lose your spot in the turn order.

HELPING OUT:

If your teammate needs help with an action or a contest, you can help out.

Describe how you plan on helping out, and the GM will put in place a difficulty rating. Choose the 
number of dice as normal and roll.

With a total success, the character you are helping out gets two extra “successful” dice. Describe how 
you help out.

With a partial success, the player can choose between:
 Give the character two extra “successful” dice, but lose one stamina.
 Give the character one extra “successful” die.

With a failure, the player can choose between:



 Take away one “successful” die from the character.
 Lose one stamina.

Helping out does not lose your spot in the turn order.

STAMINA

Each character has 7 Stamina by default. As you take damage and fail actions, your Stamina goes 
down.

Stamina can be replenished by applying first aid or by resting for a short time. This generally can't be 
done during combat, although some magic abilities can replenish Stamina.

If you lose all your Stamina, you fall unconscious, and will be unable to participate until you have a 
long rest and/or are healed. Generally characters are not killed from falling to 0 Stamina or getting 
attacked while unconscious unless there are major extenuating story circumstances.

PROGRESSION

If a player has three Advancement Bubbles marked, the character can attempt to add an advancement.
Roll 2d6. If you get two of the same number (two 1's, two 2's, etc), pick an advancement from the list. 
If you do not get two of the same number, reset your Advancement Bubbles.
These are the advancements available:

 Boost maximum Stamina by 1, and bump your Stamina up by 1.
 Boost maximum Stamina by 1, and bump your Stamina up by 1.
 Boost Physical, Mental, or Magical by 1 (maximum 4).
 Boost Physical, Mental, or Magical by 1 (maximum 4).
 Remove the extra Stamina point drain from Copying Magic.
 Lower dice by 1 from Copying Magic instead of 2.
 During a Physical attack roll, if this character gets 3 or more rolls above or equal the difficulty 

rating, they get the opportunity to deal 1 extra Stamina in damage.
 If this character rolled Mental and didn't get a total success, they can choose to re-roll one die 

(“ignore highest” from non-positive will be re-evaluated after re-roll).
 Learn a new Technique.
 Learn a new Technique.
 Learn a new Technique.
 Learn a new Technique.
 Learn a new Technique.
 Unlock a Magic Ability, if you don't have one already. If you want, you can unlock two Magic 

Abilities at once, at the cost of one stat point.
Each advancement can only be chosen once (hence why some advancements are in there multiple 
times).



If you choose not to advance your character when you have the opportunity, the failures reset. 
Advancement happens at the start of a character's turn, before their action. You cannot advance during a
contest or when helping out.
At the end of each session, any characters who are currently at full Stamina can choose to roll for an 
advancement. Roll 2d6 – if you get two duplicate numbers, pick an advancement.

LAST WIND

If a character has three full Advancement Bubbles, but lost their last point of Stamina, they can choose 
to use Last Wind. Last Wind lets a character keep taking actions while at 0 Stamina. The Last Wind 
state can last up to 6 turns before the character passes out.

Activating Last Wind resets your Advancement Bubbles, but you gain them as normal – so if you get 
three failures during Last Wind, you can advance your character.

If a character gets a partial success or failure during Last Wind, the GM will roll one die. If the roll is 
less than or equal to the number of turns Last Wind has been active (so, on the final turn, the GM does 
not need to roll), the GM will offer the character a choice.
For a partial success, the character can choose between:

 Take a restriction (that is, a permanent injury), chosen by the GM.
 Lose consciousness.

For a failure, the character can choose between:
 Take two restrictions, chosen by the GM.
 Take one restriction chosen by the GM and lose consciousness.
 Be killed, and removed from the game (presumably permanently).

TURNS

At the start of a conflict with an enemy, turn order is rolled. Each character involved in the battle rolls 
two dice and adds them. If the conflict was initiated by a surprise appearance or attack, the character(s) 
doing the surprise get one extra die.

Rank all the allies in one list, and all the enemies in another list, each from highest to lowest initiative 
roll.

Each turn, go back and forth between the allies and enemies list. The starting team is whichever team 
had the highest roller. If you get to the end of a list, start from the top of that list.

For instance – if Mizuki and Zaxaty were on the allies team (Mizuki having the highest roll), and 
Nothing was the only enemy, this would be the turn order:

Mizuki (Ally)
Nothing (Enemy)
Zaxaty (Ally)
Nothing (Enemy)



Mizuki (Ally)
…

Characters can generally walk around 20 feet in a turn (4 tiles if you choose to use a grid) without 
needing to roll for an action (e.g. running).

Talking does not use up your turn, unless that talking is part of an action (i.e. attempting to convince an
NPC of something).

TIPS FOR CREATING ENCOUNTERS

The GM should create encounters that are interesting puzzles for players. Enemies should generally 
have weaknesses for the players to figure out and exploit – sometimes literal weak points, but usually 
metaphorical. It's ok if a magic ability is weirdly specific or more powerful than you would normally 
allow so long as it makes the conflict more interesting.

If you're further along in a campaign, remember that your players likely have advancements, so be 
careful not to give them enemies that are too easy.

Additionally – keep in mind that “reduce the enemy's Stamina to 0” does not necessarily have to be the 
goal for a conflict. The goal can be “steal a necklace from the enemy”, for instance, or “beat an enemy 
team in a game of basketball”. Magic abilities and the characters that use them are capable of many 
things, so use that to your advantage!


